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Abstract
Large language models (LLMs) have recently001
shown remarkable performance across a wide002
range of tasks. However, the substantial num-003
ber of parameters in LLMs contributes to sig-004
nificant latency during model inference. This is005
particularly evident when utilizing autoregres-006
sive decoding methods, which generate one007
token in a single forward process, thereby not008
fully capitalizing on the parallel computing ca-009
pabilities of GPUs. In this paper, we propose010
a novel parallel decoding approach, namely011
hidden transfer, which decodes multiple suc-012
cessive tokens simultaneously in a single for-013
ward pass. The idea is to transfer the interme-014
diate hidden states of the previous context to015
the pseudo hidden states of the future tokens016
to be generated, and then the pseudo hidden017
states will pass the following transformer layers018
thereby assimilating more semantic informa-019
tion and achieving superior predictive accuracy020
of the future tokens.021

Besides, we use the novel tree attention mech-022
anism to simultaneously generate and verify023
multiple candidates of output sequences, which024
ensure the lossless generation and further im-025
proves the generation efficiency of our method.026
Experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of027
our method. We conduct a lot of analytic ex-028
periments to prove our motivation. In terms029
of acceleration metrics, we outperform all the030
single-model acceleration techniques, includ-031
ing Medusa and Self-Speculative decoding.032

1 Introduction033

Recent developments in Transformer-based large034

language models (Vaswani et al., 2017; Radford035

et al., 2018, 2019; Brown et al., 2020; Zeng036

et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022; Touvron et al.,037

2023a,b; Roziere et al., 2023) have demonstrated038

remarkable performance across a broad spectrum039

of tasks. However, these models grapple with ex-040

cessive inference latency due to the inherently se-041

rial process of generating one token per forward042

Figure 1: A single forward time consumption for vari-
ous LLMs with different size under different KV cache
length and different number of input tokens, each data is
the average of randomly 100 samples. The result shows
that under the setting of KV cache, increasing the length
of input sequence in a certain range will not increase
the time of forward propagation, and then prove that the
traditional autoregressive decoding has a waste in GPU
utilization efficiency

pass, the inference process is typically memory 043

bandwidth-bound, which means most of the time 044

model inference is spent loading billion parameters 045

from memory rather than computing, resulting in 046

the waste of the parallel computational power of 047

GPUs (Shazeer, 2019). In our experiments, We 048

find that due to the parallelism of GPU comput- 049

ing, the time for multiple tokens to propagate in 050

parallel is nearly the same as the time for one to- 051

ken to propagate(as shown in Table 1). Therefore, 052

the low efficiency of the inference stage becomes 053

the biggest bottleneck to broaden the application 054

scenarios of LLMs. 055

To address this bottleneck, contemporary work 056
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proposes speculative decoding (Leviathan et al.,057

2023; Chen et al., 2023a; Zhang et al., 2023), which058

utilizes a small language model to draft a few to-059

kens ahead. then the LLM verifies the drafted060

tokens and accepts the correct ones. While this061

acceleration technique achieves promising perfor-062

mance, it has its limitations: speculative decoding063

requires another model to do the draft thing. It is064

inconvenient to cooperate with an extra model in065

some scenarios as it requires more sophisticated066

scheduling and the draft model might consume067

extra GPU and memory resources. Thus, some068

researchers have been investigating single-model069

acceleration. That is, to speed up the inference of070

LLMs without auxiliary models. Self-speculative071

decoding (Zhang et al., 2023) and Medusa (Cai072

et al., 2023) are typical methods within this line of073

research. Medusa predicts not only the next token074

within a single forward propagation but also a few075

tokens ahead of the next token. These extra tokens076

are predicted based on the last hidden states of the077

input tokens through the trainable Medusa heads.078

Our method aligns with the line of single-model079

acceleration. We design a novel method called Hid-080

den Transfer, to predict the pseudo hidden states081

of future tokens in the intermediate layers. We use082

a trainable linear projection to transfer the hidden083

states of input tokens to the pseudo hidden states084

of future tokens in a certain intermediate layer, and085

the synthesized pseudo hidden states pass the sub-086

sequent layers and interact with hidden states of the087

whole sequence as normal, in the last layer, we use088

the original lm-head and decode the draft tokens089

of the future positions. In this way, we can predict090

more than merely the next token but also a few to-091

kens ahead in a single forward propagation. In the092

training stage we employ KL-divergence as the su-093

pervised signal, which minimizes the distribution094

between tokens predicted by the pseudo hidden095

states and the real ones. In addition to the novel096

design of Hidden Transfer, we also use the tree097

attention mechanism (Cai et al., 2023; Miao et al.,098

2023; Spector and Re, 2023) to simultaneously per-099

form the token prediction and token verification to100

ensure the lossless generation of our method.101

The motivation for hidden transfer is that the102

synthesized pseudo hidden states will interact with103

themselves and previous hidden states of the con-104

text during the forward propagation in which gain105

more semantic information to boost the success rate106

of predicting future tokens. Our experiments show107

that this motivation is fulfilled, and our method can108

achieve the best draft token prediction accuracy and 109

inference acceleration ratio compared with other 110

methods under a single-model setting. 111

Our key contributions are: (1) To our best knowl- 112

edge, we are the first to study the prediction of 113

pseudo hidden states of the future tokens in LLMs, 114

our experiments prove that intermediate hidden 115

states could be predicted directly and refined in 116

the forward propagation. (2) We propose Hidden 117

Transfer, a novel single-model lossless accelera- 118

tion method for improving the inference efficiency 119

of LLMs. Our method predicts multiple draft to- 120

kens with synthetic pseudo hidden states. (3) We 121

conduct various experiments to prove the effec- 122

tiveness of our method, including some analytic 123

experiments to prove our motivation. 124

2 Related Work 125

To solve the problem of inference latency in LLMs, 126

the existing works can be divided into the following 127

two categories: we call the first category Model 128

Compression, including model distillation (Sanh 129

et al., 2019), model pruning (Frantar and Alis- 130

tarh, 2023; Wang et al., 2021) and model quan- 131

tization (Liu et al., 2023a), aiming to replace the 132

original large language model with a small model 133

which have the similar but not identical outputs 134

in certain field. We refer the second category of 135

methods as Speculative Decoding, the key idea of 136

is to reduce the number of forward propagation of 137

the LLMs under the condition that the generated 138

results remain unchanged. 139

2.1 Model Compression 140

There are plenty of works focus on the model 141

lightweight, including model quantization (Han 142

et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2019; Jacob et al., 2018; 143

Yao et al., 2022; Frantar et al., 2022; Liu et al., 144

2023a), knowledge distillation (Hinton et al., 2015; 145

Cho and Hariharan, 2019; Hsieh et al., 2023), 146

model pruning (Xia et al., 2023; Guo et al., 2023; 147

Chen et al., 2023b) and model sparsification (Hoe- 148

fler et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2023b). Model quantiza- 149

tion is to convert the model parameters to floating- 150

point numbers with lower precision or integers; 151

Model pruning and sparsification removes redun- 152

dant components in the LLMs; Knowledge dis- 153

tillation works by transferring knowledge from a 154

teacher model to a student model (small model). 155

These model compression methods have a wide 156

range of applications, but they do not guarantee 157
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that the output is strictly consistent with the origi-158

nal LLMs.159

2.2 Speculative Decoding160

This series of methods aim to quickly generate161

some draft tokens and use the LLMs to verify them162

in parallel to keep lossless generation theoretically.163

We can divide this class of methods into two types164

based on the number of deployed models, single165

model and multiple models. The single models’ ap-166

proach is represented by Medusa (Cai et al., 2023),167

and Self-speculative decoding method (Zhang et al.,168

2023), Medusa and train extra multiple heads to169

predict subsequent tokens based on the last hid-170

den state of the input tokens after a single forward171

propagation. Self-speculative methods use a sub-172

set of intermediate layers of the whole LLM as173

the draft model to generate draft tokens The multi-174

ple models’ approach is represented by traditional175

speculative decoding (Leviathan et al., 2023; Chen176

et al., 2023a), which uses a small language mod-177

els (SLMs) as the draft model to generate draft178

tokens, the LLMs verify the tokens in parallel.179

3 Methodology180

In this section, we first define the problem formula-181

tion, including the overview of traditional autore-182

gressive decoding algorithm and parallel decoding183

algorithm, then we provide a detailed description184

of the training and testing process of our hidden185

transfer method.186

3.1 Problem Formulation187

Transformer-based auto-regressive language mod-188

els aim to construct the the (n+ 1)th token’s dis-189

tribution given the prefix n tokens, denoted as190

P (xn+1|x1, x2, . . . , xn) These models are capable191

of processing entire sequences in parallel during the192

training stage. However, during inference stage, the193

generation process becomes serial naturally. This194

is due to the requirement of the preceding n to-195

kens’ semantic information to predict the probabil-196

ity distribution of the (n+ 1)th token. Traditional197

autoregressive generation techniques, whereby a198

single token is produced per model forward pro-199

cess, fail to capitalize on the parallel processing200

capabilities of GPUs, consequently impacting the201

response efficiency of various AI systems. The202

essence of parallel decoding algorithms, exempli-203

fied by speculative decoding, lies in their ambition204

to increase the expected number of tokens gener-205

ated in one single forward propagation of the LLMs206

while maintain the generation consistency. Thus, 207

the optimization goal of this class of methods can 208

be written to find a maximum positive integer k 209

that satisfies the following conditions: 210

P̃ (Xn+k+1 . . . Xn+1|X≤n) = P (Xn+k+1 . . . Xn+1|X≤n) 211

Where P and P̃ represent the token distribution 212

given by the original language model and parallel 213

decoding algorithm respectively. For most parallel 214

decoding algorithms, P̃ is obtained by a draft and 215

verify process, tree attention is wildly adopted to 216

verify multiple candidate sequences simultaneous, 217

so a lot of works focus on how to generate better 218

candidates in the draft stage, the process can be 219

described as the following formula: 220

Xn+k+1, . . . , Xn+1 = M(X≤n) 221

In some speculative decoding algorithms, M rep- 222

resents small language models, or part of the origi- 223

nal LLMs (Zhang et al., 2023), in the block-wise 224

series of methods (represented by Medusa (Cai 225

et al., 2023)), M can be viewed as the extra heads 226

in the last layer of LLMs, In our method, M can be 227

viewed as the hidden transfer linear projection in 228

some intermediate layers, in the following section, 229

we concisely introduce our method, including the 230

training and inference stages. 231

3.2 Hidden Transfer 232

The core idea of our hidden transfer is to predict 233

the future k + 1 tokens(including k draft tokens 234

and the next token generated correctly by language 235

model) by one step of LLM forward propagation 236

without the deployment of SLMs, existing works 237

under this setting either use earlying exiting method 238

to directly predict the token distribution (Bae et al., 239

2023) or train extra k lm-heads to predict the k 240

draft tokens in the last layer, we believe that the 241

first method will lose a lot of information at higher 242

layers, assuming that we use Xn to represent the 243

nth token of the input sequence, and hjn represents 244

the jth layer’s hidden state of the nth token, the first 245

method trains an early lm-head to predict Xn+1 in 246

advance, but once the Xn+1 is predicted, it should 247

be used as the input in the next round of forward 248

propagation, the previous forward propagation will 249

stop in the middle layer, as a result the higher lay- 250

ers’ hidden state of Xn will be lost(i.e. hj+1
n , hj+2

n 251

. . .), although there’re some works claim that they 252

can simply use copy mechanism to simulate the 253
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Figure 2: Overview of our method. The upper-left is the training process of hidden transfer, N and M represent the
numbers of transformer layers. The upper-right and the bottom of the figure are the inference process of Hidden
transfer and Medusa respectively, assuming that the generation of both methods starts from the same context and
their inputs are the candidate token sequences generated in the last round, Medusa and Hidden transfer both verify
the candidate token sequences to find the last accepted token position(i.e the fourth token of the input) and generate
the next token and new draft tokens at the same time(for simplicity we only consider 2 transfer steps/medusa heads),
the next token and draft tokens construct to a tree structure and are then flatted into a sequence to be verified with
tree attention, after the verification stage, result shows Hidden transfer has more prediction accuracy and more draft
tokens accepted

higher layers’ hidden state (Elbayad et al., 2019),254

but other experiments still show that the copy mech-255

anism performs badly in some cases (Bae et al.,256

2023). The second method which use extra lm-257

heads to predict the future k draft tokens is very258

simple and effective, but we believe this method259

lacks the interaction of the k draft tokens and the260

previous tokens because the draft tokens do not261

interact with the previous tokens through the atten-262

tion mechanism, for example it only use the last263

hidden states of Xn to predict the Xn+2 without264

using the Xn+1’s information, but some times the265

Xn+2 depends on the Xn+1, so our method choose266

to train multiple transfer functions (simple linear267

projections) to predict the future k draft token’s268

hidden states in some intermediate layers by map-269

ping the hjn to hjn+1 ... hjn+k, so we can continue270

the forward propagation with n + k intermediate271

hidden states, During the following transformer272

layers, the last k hidden states will pass the original273

lm-head to predict the token distribution normally,274

the whole training and inference process compared275

with Hidden transfer and Medusa is shown in Fig-276

ure2. 277

3.3 Training stage 278

At the training stage, it is required to train multiple 279

linear projections in multiple fixed layers, where 280

the locations of the corresponding transfer layers 281

and the number of transfer step are considered as 282

hyperparameters. The number of transfer step is 283

equal to the number of pseudo hidden states pre- 284

dicted in a single forward process for one token; 285

hence, we denote this number as k. Because we 286

train k linear projections separately so we need 287

to conduct the training process k times(we train 288

one linear projection for one transfer step in a cer- 289

tain layer). For simplicity we discuss the training 290

process of the ith transfer step, we denote the in- 291

dex of transfer layer for step i as ti. so we can 292

use W i
ti ∈ Rd×d (1 ≤ i ≤ k) to denote the train- 293

able linear projection for the ith step(d represent 294

the hidden dimension of the LLMs). Assume we 295

have original token sequences X1, X2, ..., Xn, we 296

first do the forward process to the ti layer to get 297

their corresponding hidden state hti1 , hti2 , ..., htin , 298

then we transfer all of the n hidden states into their 299
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corresponding pseudo hidden states, which can be300

formulated as below:301

h̃tin , h̃
ti
n−1, . . . , h̃

ti
1 = W i

ti · (h
ti
n , h

ti
n−1, ..., h

ti
1 )302

After transferring the htij into h̃tij (1 ≤ j ≤303

n), we concat the original hidden states and304

the pseudo hidden states into a new sequence305

(ie.hti1 , ..., h
ti
n−1, h

ti
n , h̃

ti
1 , . . . , h̃

ti
n−1, h̃

ti
n ). It’s easy306

to show that the h̃tij is the pseudo hidden state of307

hij+1, so in the self-attention layers it can only view308

the hidden states from hti1 to htij+i−1 and itself in309

the sequence, we design attention mask to achieve310

the goal. In order to ensure the consistency be-311

tween the training stage and inference stage, we set312

the position id j + i to h̃tij to construct the position313

embedding.314

We then continue to forward the new se-315

quence, and get the final representations of the316

last layer (i.e., hl1, . . . , h
l
n−1, h

l
n, h̃

l
1, . . . , h̃

l
n−1, h̃

l
n,317

where l denotes the number of layers of the318

LLMs). We then pass the hidden states se-319

quence through the original lm-head and fi-320

nally get the token distribution of each position321

(P l
1, . . . , P

l
n−1, P

l
n, P̃

l
1, . . . , P̃

l
n−1, P̃

l
n). We use the322

KL-divergence between token distributions given323

by the pseudo hidden states and the original hidden324

states as the supervised signal. The loss can be325

formulated as below:326

Lossdistll =

n−i−1∑
q=1

KL− divergence(P̃ l
n+q, P

l
q+i)327

3.4 Inference stage328

In the inference stage, the process is to first gener-329

ate some sequence candidates and then verify them,330

the purpose of the verification stage is to ensure331

the tokens consistency with the auto-regressive de-332

coding, We construct multiple sequence candidates333

into a tree structure by merging their common an-334

cestors, then we flat the tree into a sequence and335

construct attention mask correctly to keep their or-336

ders, finally we send the whole sequence into the337

LLMs to verify the candidates and generate the338

new candidates at the same time. Figure2 shows339

the inference stage of both Hidden transfer and340

Medusa.341

3.4.1 Tree attention342

When predicting the draft tokens for the following343

several steps, it becomes clear that the draft to-344

kens belonging to different steps form a tree struc- 345

ture according to their order. The tree attention 346

mechanism transforms this hierarchical tree into a 347

linear sequence while preserving the original posi- 348

tional indices of each token. Moreover, it employs 349

a specialized attention mask to ensure that a to- 350

ken only attends to its ancestors within the tree 351

structure, thereby upholding the causal language 352

model’s properties. During inference, a pre-defined 353

tree structure and parser facilitate the rapid trans- 354

formation of token candidates between the tree and 355

sequence representations, obviating the need for 356

additional computations. 357

4 Experiment 358

4.1 Setup 359

We evaluate the our method on two different series 360

of models with different size, including LLaMA- 361

2-CHAT-13B (Touvron et al., 2023b), LLaMA- 362

2-CHAT-7B (Touvron et al., 2023b) and Vicuna- 363

13B (Chiang et al., 2023), Vicuna-7B (Chiang et al., 364

2023). We use greedy sampling strategy for the 365

LLMs and the tokens generated using our method 366

are identical to those generated by standard auto- 367

regressive decoding theoretically. We divide the 368

experiments into main experiments subsection, an- 369

alytical and ablation study. The main experiments 370

are conducted on all models and the analytical and 371

ablation study only conducted on 7B model for 372

simplicity. 373

In the main experiments subsection, we com- 374

pare our end-to-end time acceleration ratio with 375

Medusa (Cai et al., 2023) and Self-speculative de- 376

coding (Zhang et al., 2023) to show the effective- 377

ness of our method(more details in Appendix), Be- 378

cause the self-speculative decoding method (Zhang 379

et al., 2023) need to carefully select the transformer 380

layers skipped for each model, and it doesn’t of- 381

fer the initial skip layers of 7B model in its open 382

source code for their optimizer algorithm, so we 383

only compare with them on LLaMA-2-Chat-13B 384

and vicuna-13B, we use the acceleration ratio re- 385

ported in their paper of LLaMA-2-Chat-13B for 386

the Xsum dataset, and run its open source code to 387

evaluate their effectiveness on the Gsm8K dataset 388

and vicuna-13B. we use the same Tree structure 389

and predict the next three draft tokens (exclude the 390

next token generated by the original lm-head) for 391

Medusa and our method, and we do hidden transfer 392

for our method on the 25 30 35 layers respectively. 393

Analytical experiments subsection and ablation 394
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Model Decoding Algorithm XSum Gsm8k

LLaMA-2-Chat-13B

Auto-regressive 1.000× 1.000×
Self-speculative (Zhang et al., 2023) 1.241× 1.216×

Medusa (Cai et al., 2023) 1.325× 1.976×
Ours 1.532× 2.275×

Vicuna-13B

Auto-regressive 1.000× 1.000×
Self-speculative (Zhang et al., 2023) 1.125× 1.118×

Medusa (Cai et al., 2023) 1.247× 1.869×
Ours 1.419× 2.150×

LlaMA-2-Chat-7B
Auto-regressive 1.000× 1.000×

Medusa (Cai et al., 2023) 1.465× 1.762×
Ours 1.816× 2.135×

Vicuna-7B
Auto-regressive 1.000× 1.000×

Medusa (Cai et al., 2023) 1.388× 1.732×
Ours 1.786× 2.219×

Table 1: The acceleration ratio for both forward times and end-to-end time

study aim to verify our motivation, So we first com-395

pare the draft tokens prediction accuracy between396

our method and two baselines (e.g. Medusa heads397

and Early existing on different intermediate layers),398

result shows that we have the best prediction accu-399

racy for the future draft tokens in a single forward400

propagation; To verify our motivation, we also ana-401

lyze how the hidden states similarity between the402

pseudo hidden states predicted and the original hid-403

den states changing along with the forward prop-404

agation and prove the refinement of transformer405

layers, finally we train multiple transfer projections406

on different layers for different transfer steps to407

explore how to select the transfer layers. Finally408

we also compare the transfer prediction accuracy of409

the second transfer step between the setting of first410

pseudo hidden states masked or not in the ablation411

study412

All experiments are conducted on a single413

NVIDIA A100-80GB GPU and all implementa-414

tions are based on PyTorch using HuggingFace’s415

architecture (Wolf et al., 2020; Lhoest et al., 2021)416

4.2 Datasets417

We use ShareGPT dataset as our training dataset418

for all models, and we use the test split of Ex-419

treme Sum marization (XSum) (Narayan et al.,420

2018), Gsm8k (Cobbe et al., 2021) as our test421

dataset. ShareGPT is a multi-round conversations422

dataset comprises nearly 70,000 samples, We train423

one epoch for all the models. XSum (Narayan424

et al., 2018) is a dataset for evaluation of abstract425

single-document summary systems, it’s test split426

has 11,334 samples. we only sample 1000 sen- 427

tences followed (Zhang et al., 2023). The Gsm8k 428

dataset (Cobbe et al., 2021) encompasses a col- 429

lection of 8,500 linguistically varied, high-quality 430

math word problems for grade school students, all 431

of which were meticulously crafted by human au- 432

thors, we use its whole test split with 1000 samples. 433

All the two datasets are evaluated under 1-shot set- 434

ting followed (Zhang et al., 2023). 435

4.3 Main Results 436

Table 1 shows that the acceleration ratio of our 437

method is significantly better than other baselines 438

in end-to-end time for all the test dataset(more de- 439

tails in appendix), it has at most 1.28x acceleration 440

ratio compared with Medusa, which is similar to 441

our method. Using hidden transfer to predict the 442

pseudo hidden states in the intermediate layer gain 443

more benefit in the overall performance than us- 444

ing Medusa head to predict the token distribution 445

directly, this improvement is more obvious in 7B 446

models, and we find that the acceleration ratio on 447

Gsm8k is higher because the answer in Gsm8k is 448

more logical and predictable with more mathemati- 449

cal symbols. 450

4.4 Analytical Study 451

In this subsection, we conduct some analytical ex- 452

periments to further verify the effectiveness and 453

motivation of our method, the key idea of our 454

method is to predict draft tokens more correctly 455

in a single forward propagation by predicting the 456

pseudo hidden states in intermediate layers. So we 457
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Figure 3: TopK tokens’ prediction accuracy using three prediction methods on LLaMA-2-Chat-13B model including
directly train different lm-heads on some intermediate layers (denoted as Early exit in the figure), Medusa method
and our hidden transfer method (We transfer the pseudo intermediate hidden states of the next 3 tokens on the 25th,
30th and 35th layers respectively), The N in the figure is the prediction step (N=2 means we predict the first draft
token). It’s clear that our method achieve the best prediction accuracy

first compare our method with Medusa and early458

exiting to show that we have better draft tokens pre-459

diction accuracy; then we analyze how the hidden460

states change during the forward propagation to461

verify the refinement we proposed. We also verify462

the draft tokens prediction dependency and show463

how to select the transfer layers.464

Draft tokens prediction accuracy In a single465

forward propagation (given the token sequence X1,466

... Xn and model need to predict the future K draft467

tokens X̃n+2, ... X̃n+k+1), so we first compare468

the draft tokens’ prediction accuracy on three dif-469

ferent methods: early exiting in the intermediate470

layers, using medusa heads and our hidden transfer471

method. Early exiting method trains independent472

lm-heads in several intermediate transformer lay-473

ers to directly predict the draft tokens(for example474

train a lm-head and use it to map hjn to X̃n+2),475

We use the LLaMA-2-Chat-13B as the base model476

for this experiment, three different methods are477

trained on ShareGPT dataset for one epoch and478

we set K as 3. We random sample 100 sequences479

from the test split of XSum and Gsm8K dataset re-480

spectively, for each sequence, we random split 50481

points at its output part, and for each split-point, we482

use the token sequence before as the prompt input483

and predict K draft tokens using different methods484

and compare with the tokens generated greedily by485

the original model in the following K steps.(We486

choose five random seeds and average the results487

to better eliminate random errors) Figure 3 shows488

that our hidden transfer method achieve the best489

prediction accuracy among them.490

Pseudo hidden states refinement we conduct an-491

other experiment to prove that the forward propaga-492

Figure 4: Hidden states similarity between the virtual
hidden states predicted and the original hidden states.

tion in transformer layers can refine the predicted 493

hidden states by given more semantic information 494

using self-attention mechanism. We compare the 495

cosine similarity of the pseudo hidden states pre- 496

dicted with the original hidden states, and trace 497

how the cosine similarity changes with the forward 498

process (for example, we denote the prompt se- 499

quence as X1, ... Xn and we calculate the cosine 500

similarity between pseudo hidden states h̃tn+1 and 501

real htn+1, htn+1 is the hidden state of Xn+1 on 502

the tth layer and Xn+1 is the greedy decoding out- 503

put token given the n prefix context). We random 504

sample 100 sequences for two datasets and random 505

split 50 times for each sequence as well. Figure 4 506

shows the cosine similarity get closer along with 507

the forward process, which proves that with the 508

forward process, the hidden states can be refined 509

by the transformer layers. 510

How to choose transfer layers In the inference 511

stage of our method, we need to choose which layer 512

to transfer and generate the pseudo hidden states, 513

there’s a trade-off between accuracy and efficient: 514

if we transfer on the lower layers, the pseudo hid- 515
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Figure 5: The first transfer step prediction accuracy on
different layers for Vicuna-7b and LlaMa-2-Chat-7b.
TopK means the topk tokens predicted by the transfer
step include

Figure 6: The second transfer step prediction accuracy
on different layers for Vicuna-7b and LlaMa-2-Chat-7b
with the fixed transfer step 15. TopK means the topk
tokens predicted by the transfer step include

den states will pass more subsequent layers and516

take more computing resource but gain more se-517

mantic information by interacting with the hidden518

states of context; if we transfer on higher layers,519

the pseudo hidden states will take less computing520

resource with less semantic information. So we521

train the first and second transfer step on different522

layers of a fixed LLM to study the impact of the523

transfer layer selection. We choose Vicuna-7B and524

LlaMa-2-7b-chat model. For the first transfer step,525

we train different transfer structure on the 5th, 10th,526

15th, 20th, 25th layers seperately, and report the527

token prediction accuracy in figure 5, we found528

that from the lower layer to the middle layer, the529

prediction accuracy is basically unchanged, and530

from the middle layer to the high layer, the pre-531

diction accuracy drops rapidly, which proves that532

the middle layer to do tranfer is an optimal choice533

for both accuracy and computational efficiency, so534

we choose the 15th layer to conduct the first trans-535

fer step. After fixed the first transfer layer, we536

also train different transfer structures on the layers537

higher than it as our second transfer layer. Fig-538

ure 6 shows that the second transfer step have the539

same rule, starting from the 15th layer, the accu-540

racy rate remains unchanged within a range, and541

then rapidly decline, so we choose 20th layer to542

conduct the second transfer step.543

Figure 7: The second transfer step prediction accuracy
under masked and no masked setting, we transfer the
hidden states on 15th and 20th respectively

4.5 Ablation study 544

It’s clear that Medusa (Cai et al., 2023) predict the 545

draft tokens in parallel which means the genera- 546

tion between different draft tokens is independent. 547

Our motivation is that serialized generation of draft 548

tokens will gain better performance and we use 549

experiment to prove it. We compare the predic- 550

tion accuracy of the second transfer step under two 551

setting: Masked and No masked, Masked means 552

the second pseudo hidden state can not see the 553

first pseudo hidden state in the forward process, 554

and No masked is the normal self-attention mech- 555

anism. Figure 4 shows that in all the models and 556

datasets, Masked performs worse which prove that 557

the semantic information of the first draft token 558

is important to the generation of the second draft 559

token. 560

5 Conclusion 561

In this paper, we introduce a novel parallel decod- 562

ing approach, named hidden transfer, designed for 563

accelerating inference in large language models. 564

By training a linear transformation projection in the 565

intermediate layers, our model is capable of predict- 566

ing the pseudo hidden states of multiple subsequent 567

tokens in a single forward propagation. These pre- 568

dicted hidden states obtain additional semantic in- 569

formation through subsequent transformer layers, 570

resulting in enhanced prediction accuracy. Through 571

analytical experiments, we have proved that the 572

hidden states predicted by the intermediary layers 573

are progressively refined, gaining increased seman- 574

tic information in the subsequent transformer lay- 575

ers by interacting with context. Our experiments 576

demonstrate that our method outperforms existing 577

approaches in terms of predictive precision within 578

a single forward iteration and also achieves sub- 579

stantial gains in generation velocity. 580
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Limitation581

In the verification stage of our method, we simply582

utilized vanilla tree attention without specific opti-583

mization. However, the structural choices of tree584

attention significantly impact the generation speed.585

Therefore, future work will focus on optimizing586

it. Furthermore, we aim to conduct a more exten-587

sive set of analytical experiments to elucidate the588

underlying mechanisms of hidden transfer better589

and design improved training methodologies to en-590

hance the quality of draft token generation. Our591

approach necessitates the expansion of the input592

sequence during both training and inference, which593

may lead to an increase in computational resource594

requirements. This issue will be addressed in the595

future research.596
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Decoding Algorithm XSum 1000 sentences
tokens forward tokens/forward forward acc rate time time/tokens time acc rate

Auto-regressive 456830 456830 1.000 1.000 15016 0.0328s/token 1.000

Medusa 456107 259730 1.756 1.756 12039 0.0263s/token 1.247

Hidden transfer 456177 223535 2.040 2.040 10547 0.0231s/token 1.419

Gsm8k 1000 sentences
tokens forward tokens/forward forward acc rate time time/tokens time acc rate

Auto-regressive 233040 233040 1.000 1.000 7687 0.0329s/token 1.000

Medusa 231708 111028 2.086 2.086 4096 0.0176s/token 1.869

Hidden transfer 231763 95537 2.425 2.425 3551 0.0153s/token 2.150

Table 2: The concise acceleration ratio including the time and forward times for Auto-regressive decoding, medusa
decoding and hidden transfer decoding for vicuna-13b on Xsum and Gsm8k

Decoding Algorithm XSum 1000 sentences
tokens forward tokens/forward forward acc rate time time/tokens time acc rate

Auto-regressive 420006 420006 1.000 1.000 14047 0.0334s/token 1.000

Medusa 420323 224678 1.870 1.870 10614 0.0252s/token 1.325

Hidden transfer 419289 190557 2.200 2.200 9171 0.0218s/token 1.532

Gsm8k 1000 sentences
tokens forward tokens/forward forward acc rate time time/tokens time acc rate

Auto-regressive 153820 153820 1.000 1.000 5080 0.0330s/token 1.000

Medusa 152968 68649 2.228 2.228 2567 0.0167s/token 1.976

Hidden transfer 153031 59190 2.585 2.585 2228 0.0145s/token 2.275

Table 3: The concise acceleration ratio including the time and forward times for Auto-regressive decoding, medusa
decoding and hidden transfer decoding for llama2-chat-13b on Xsum and Gsm8k

Decoding Algorithm XSum 1000 sentences
tokens forward tokens/forward forward acc rate time time/tokens time acc rate

Auto-regressive 134806 134806 1.000 1.000 3621 0.0268s/token 1.000

Medusa 133757 79803 1.676 1.676 2585 0.0193s/token 1.388

Hidden transfer 134798 59753 2.255 2.255 2033 0.0150s/token 1.786

Gsm8k 1000 sentences
tokens forward tokens/forward forward acc rate time time/tokens time acc rate

Auto-regressive 152012 152012 1.000 1.000 3853 0.0253s/token 1.000

Medusa 152903 76511 2.022 2.022 2235 0.0146s/token 1.732

Hidden transfer 153651 59616 2.577 2.577 1764 0.0114s/token 2.219

Table 4: The concise acceleration ratio including the time and forward times for Auto-regressive decoding, medusa
decoding and hidden transfer decoding for vicuna-7b on Xsum and Gsm8k
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Decoding Algorithm XSum 1000 sentences
tokens forward tokens/forward forward acc rate time time/tokens time acc rate

Auto-regressive 327433 327433 1.000 1.000 8471 0.0258s/token 1.000

Medusa 327488 186063 1.760 1.760 5785 0.0176s/token 1.465

Hidden transfer 328083 145149 2.260 2.260 4683 0.0142s/token 1.816

Gsm8k 1000 sentences
tokens forward tokens/forward forward acc rate time time/tokens time acc rate

Auto-regressive 176339 176339 1.000 1.000 4460 0.0252s/token 1.000

Medusa 174551 85251 2.047 2.047 2507 0.0143s/token 1.762

Hidden transfer 175219 70813 2.473 2.473 2073 0.0118s/token 2.135

Table 5: The concise acceleration ratio including the time and forward times for Auto-regressive decoding, medusa
decoding and hidden transfer decoding for llama-2-chat-7b on Xsum and Gsm8k
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